
Product Description 

All-Day Peace of Mind in a Single Use 

12+Hours of Protection from a Single Application 

Unlike alcohol-based sanitizers that provide no 
lasting protection after the alcohol has evaporated, our proprietary formula 
bonds to the surface of the skin, protecting you from germs for up to 12+ hours. 

Ongoing Protection--Even After Hand Washing 

PureBioGuard has been proven to maintain effectiveness through up to 10 hand-
washings! It will then shed naturally as the skin regenerates a new layer.  

Better Value Than Alcohol-Based Hand Sanitizer 

A 2 oz bottle of PureBioGuard Hand Sanitizer is designed to provide a single user 
with anywhere from 60-90 days of all-day protection from germs.  
PureBio is applied as a fine-mist spray.  Minimal quantity is required per application 
to achieve full protective coverage.  In other words – a little bit goes a long way! 

Completely Safe 

PureBioGuard is alcohol-free, Triclosan-free, non-toxic, and completely safe for kids, 
pets, and the environment. 

Alcohol-Free (Doesn’t Dry Your Skin) 

Contains soothing botanicals that soften your hands to prevent drying, redness, 
and chapping (and it smells nice!)  

www.purebiologix.com



Check out all the details at www.purebiologix.com 

Manufactured by SmartGreen Innovations.   

Tel: +1.310.459.0506  Fax: +1.801.437.2382  Mail: admin@smartgreen-i.com 

http://www.purebioguard.com/
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